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Abstract

German Bight (North Sea) is one of the most productive marine areas. The annual
cyc1e supports the development of key populations of carnivores and secondary
carnivores. Most of these are gelatinous zooplankton. A continuous plankton investigation
since 1974 enables the determination of the means and variances of these populations,
the abundance and the timing of population processes and their functional relationship to
prey and predator populations within the system. The abundance of predators at any
trophic level limits the development of the prey populations. The availability of prey
cannot be accounted for in the limitation of growth of the predators at any trophic level. A
model was derived for the annual shift in the localization of the key control parameter
from the abiotic parameters to primary producers, herbivores, carnivores and secondary
carnivores, including the chitinous populations but exc1uding vertebrates for which
comparable information was not available.
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The success of a population depends on the fit of the ecological niche witÜ tiie actual
environment expedenced by the developmental stages during their reproduction and
growth period.

. (Thc, deveIopment of a ,population [P] is a functiori of the fit of the current
conditions [N] with the optimal ecological niche requirements [NopJ).

In plants Justus von Liebig (1840) realizerl'ihe "law of the minimum", the fact that
growth is controlloo by the least fit of thc niche, though this latter phrase was not defined
at that time. Liebig thus helped to improve the growth conditicins in fields which were
otherwise grazer-, and pest-contro11ed. His detectioris ori nutdent kinetics further
influenced the early planktologists who strongly favouroo phytopHmkton and nutI-ients as
measures of ecosystein performance.

Findings such as the Lotka (1925) and Volterra (1926) equaiioris on the interaction of
prey ririd predator, the definition of the ecological niche theorem of Elton (1927) in the
twerities of this century did not influence biological o~eanography too much, though the
facts (e.g., Hardy, 1924) wen~ basically kriown. The attempt of the "food chain research
group",' (Strickland, 1965) to extend our :vision at least into a funetional view of the
marine world crerited alinear scale, according to which comi>araHve ineasurements could
be. made. With the irriproveinent of network analysis in maririe ecology (Wulff ct a/.,
1989; Coheri. ct al., 1990), the marine ecosystem theorem regained hs multi
diinensionality and brought back the awareness of the functional importance of the
knots of the "food web", depending ori the specific populations. Accordingly, the
applicäiiori of Liebig's law on any dimerision of the ecological nicheof a11 populations is
required. That is: "Thc iiiinirital chaiicc to aloid a prcdator is cqimlly iniiJortant as thc
niinhnal a\'ailability of nutricnts". The acceptance of this theorem leads to chariges iri
the investigative strategies. Instead of the aimregatiori of population data into "zooplankton
biomass" to be measured ori the Dasis of the "replacemerit-vohime" or calculah~d
"copepod carbon", the specific population abundance, preferentia11y in developmental
stages, will deliver , the , best information for analYtical. marine. plankton process
investigations which have the potential to lead to predictive models. When Greve realized
that twenty yearsago (Greve, 1971), inerisürerrients on the ine~o- arid makrozöoplarikton
populations were 'started at the positiori "Helgoland Roads" i~ the south east of the North
Sea (Figure 1) which have htmce b~en coritinued.· . ,
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Figure 1: Location of the Station "Helgoland Roads" in the German Bight, North Sea

Materials and methods

These sampIes which are collected every second workday (Greve and Reiners, 1988)
in accordance with a daily series on the physical data, nutrients and phytoplankton that
started in 1962, provide the material for this investigation. From these series data on some
key plankton parameters at the time of the building up of the holoplanktonic trophic
layers have been selected. •

In reality this information is imbedded into a rich biocoenotic information material,
composed of nearly as many meroplanktonic populations, including carnivorous hydro
and scyphomedusae, decapod-Iarvae, and fish larvae as weIl as polychaete-, echinoderm-,
balanoid- and other larvae as weIl as the full spectrum of holoplanktonic species including
e.g. larvaceans, chaetognaths, and others, which play a role in the ecosystem regulation
and which had to be neglected in this study, concentrating on two ctenophore-species and
their prey. Within these limitations it was investigated which part of the ecological niche
was most limiting, the lack of food, or the presence of predators.

The first 16-year period (1975 to 1990) was selected to visualize the three-month
periods within which the replacement of the food-population by the predator population
usually occurs. The three-month period shifts with the trophic level from April to lune
in the phytoplankton-copepod system, from May to July in the copepod-Pleurobrachia
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system, from June to August in the /jlcurobrachia-Bcroc system. This choice was
applicable iri the majority of ycars.

The exceptions are discussedThe measured values were converted into graphs;
usirig a SPLINE functiori (Spätll, 1973).

Three displays were then chosen [rom the MABIS-meriu (Greve and Reiners, 1989):
- a qualitative representation rlimensioriirig the figures as to the maximum valu'es

iri cach figure,
- a quantitative representation scaled rifter the maxiinum values measured,
- a phase-plane graph, defiriing the direct quaÜtative interrelatioriships of the pairs

of interacting populations during the three-morith period.

Rcsults

Starting with the populations whose trophic relationship is best known, Bcroe
gracilis feeds exclusively on Plcurobrachia pilcus in German Hight; we see that the
expected sequence of a prey:-predator. relationship is .to be seen in ahnost every year
(Figures 2, 3, 4). Theexception in 1989 is part of the foreward shift of the population
developmeni of Pleurobrachia pileus in the last ycars, following very mild winters. The
aburidances in these years did riot reach the levels measured earlief, as seen. The typical
prey-predritor cycle is seen in 1980, only, while 1984 and 1985 visualize the shift of
biomass of the predator to the prey.

1976. decouples the population processes, permitting predator gröwth in the absence
of prey, visualizing the fact that the measurements at Helgolarid Roads indicate regional
processes which may have theif iriteraction zories in reinote äreas, bccoming eviderit in
the measurements ris signals only (see Greve and Reiners, 1988).

, Figures 5,.6, 7 eqtially represerit the populations' of small calanoid. copepods
(Pscudocalanus, Paracalanus, Acartia, Temora, Ccntropagcs etc..) and <me of their major
predators Plc'urobrachia pileus. Agairi, the qualitative population dynaini~s supports the
prey-predator relationship in 12 out of 16 years. Thc exceptions; 1977 and the years at the
erid of the last decade rriosily coiricide \vith arioinalies iri the Pleurobrachia-Bcroc
relationships. Other years, 1984, 1986; are in accordance with the prey-pred~tor system
requireinents (decrease or reduced growth of prey at high abundances of predators).

The,phase plane displays proper prey-predator cycles in the years 1975; 1978; 1989,
1981; 1982, 1983, 1984; 1985, and 1987~ Giveri the argument of a forward shift in the,late
eighties rind impacts of reinote population proscesses to be measured at "Helgoland
Roads" as indicator signals only, the copepod-Plcurobrachia relationship is even more
pronounced than die Pleurobrachia-Beroe system.

The phytoplankton-copepod system is not part of tlie pelagic evertebnite story. Hut
ris the data were available from the BAH (Hickel, personal communication), the study was
extended this level further dOwlt.
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Figures 2, 3, and 4: The population dynamics of Plcurobraehia pilcus (thiek line) and
Beroe gracilis (thin line) in the months lune, luly and August of the years 1975 to 1990 at
Helgoland Roads (abundance maxima, Ind. * m-3

: 69.3 Pleurobrachia pileus, 3.1 Beroe
gracilis, 4: phase plane representation, x: Plcurobrachia pilcus, y: Beroe gracilis [see text])
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Figure 6
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Figures 5, 6, and 7: The population dynamics of small calanoid copepods (thick line)

and Pleurobrachia pileus (thin line) in the months May, lune and luly of the years 1975 to
1990 at Helgoland Roads (abundance maxima, Ind. * m-3

: 44.9 to 37355 small calanoid
copepods, 69.3 Pleurobrachia pileus, 7: phase plane representation, x: copepods,
y: Pleurobrachia pileus [see text])
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Figure 9
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Figures 8, 9, and 10: The population dynamics of phytoplankton (thick line) and
small calanoid copepods (thin line) in the months April, Mal and June of the years 1975
to 1990 at Helgoland Roads (abundance maxima, pg C * L- : 0.9 to 488.2 phytoplankton,
Ind. * m-3

: 44.9 to 37355 small calanoid copepods, 10: phase plane representation,
x: phytoplankton, y: small calanoid copepods [see text])
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Again, we see some correspondence of high grazer values with the reduction or
growth limitation of food (Figures 8, 9, 10). This can be seen in the years 1976, 1977,
1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990, in 15 out
of 16 cases. The phase portrait regularly displays the x to y transformation, but also
deviations from this basic pattern.

Discussion

All pairs of prey and predator investigated here are obviously linked in their
population processes. The phase - diagram clearly displays the change of the relationships
from a prey dominance to a predator dominance.

According to this rule, each time the predator reduces the prey, which on the other
hand provides a trophic basis for successful growth. The general statement of Huntley
and Lopez (1992) that copepod populations are predator-controlled and not food-limitoo,
cannot be decided on the basis of these measurements, yet, the predator control theory is
confirmed. •The marine pelagic ecosystem is still regarded by some scientists as a "food chain"
of phytoplankton, copepods, and fish. This model has been replaced by many scientists
[e.g. Greve (1981) and Fedra (1981)] with a more realistic concept, which is confirmed in
this investigation to be of general validity.

In the German Bight, nutrient limitation is not seen at any time of the year (Radach
and Bohle-Carbonell, 1990). Therefore, the annual growth limitation (according to Liebig's
law) must be the light. This limitation ends with the beginning of spring. From then on, •
phytoplankton seems to be grazing-controlled. The level of phytoplankton never reaches
minima for a long period, so copepods should be able to survive unless they are predated
upon by predators, in spring this seems to be Pleurobrachia piJeus. The tentaculate
ctenophore itself is predator-controlled by Beroe gracilis.

This control pattern may be aggregated in form of a model (Figure 11), assigning a •
certain time of the year to each prime control function.

This model indicates the change in the priority measurements for documenting the
parameters which successively form the key control populations.

This is basically known since the beginning of this century (see Hardy, 1924) and
has been confirmed many times. Yet, the resilience of the "food chain myth" is
admirable (especially as our scientific referee system is assumed to be functional). For
example, Fransz et a1. (1991) in a review on the North Sea zooplankton research, omit
any reference to the trophic pattern of the spring and summer plankton.
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Carnivores, 2nd and 3rd grade

Carnivores, 1st grade

Herbivores

Phytoplankton

Figure 11: Model of the annual shirt of the key control parameter in the
German Bight pelagic ecosystem (for details, see text)

Kuhn (1967) characterizes the scientific revolution on the basis of the paradigmatic
changes occurring. So we will have to lean back and wait for the paradigmatic change to
happen as no further evidence is needed for the assumption that the marine pelagic
ecosystem is as much production- and predator-controlled as any other ecosystem and
that evertebrate carnivores which are among the most potent predators have to be
measured in any study trying to budget the ecosystem processes.
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